ACROSS
1. Don't lose
6. Constantly pressured?
14. Is on display, in a way
15. They get smaller with inflation
17. Lit
19. Frat letters?
20. Frost flower, by another name
21. "Chill!"
22. CDC statistic
24. Bit of Indonesian or Malaysian currency
26. Urgent cry
27. Bottom's top, in Shakespeare
31. "The Mummy" setting
33. Drink served chaud
34. Pricey pad
36. Dated and then some
37. Name on a red bottom
39. ___ to
42. Pap's target
43. Roadie haul
46. Annoying place to sit
48. Asian cryptid
49. Where to find Regulus
50. Linguist's suffix
51. ___ Ramblas, Barcelona
53. Place to get shelled?
55. "Legally Blonde" exam
56. Hata's target
57. Fabric spoiler
58. Pressing need
60. Potato replacement, perhaps
62. "The Stand" role
63. Fish, in a way
65. Ribbed dwelling
66. Gold star recipient
67. Pap's shot

DOWN
1. Kiddush time
2. Hardly easygoing
3. Back
4. Certain frog-eater
5. Happy Valley sch.
6. Makes nuts
7. Site for swatting
8. 31-Across features
9. Hurts the ears
10. Cries for a cutie
11. Fall need
12. Pet shop buys
13. Redacts, perhaps
16. High passage
18. Capital connected to Paradise Island
23. Like some immunity
25. Country named for a desert
29. TV home of "Squawk Box"
30. Like 52-Down
32. Condescending address
35. Mob follower?
37. Nora ____, AKA Awkwafina
38. Aquarium acquisitions
39. Role no longer sung in blackface at the Met
40. Potato replacement, perhaps
41. Thinks right?
43. Sculptor Giacometti
44. Doesn't dissemble
45. One of two at the White House
47. Virus's outside
52. Kids' craft project, often
54. Poetically pissed
56. Salon option
58. Final chorus in Handel's "Messiah"
59. Ribbed dwelling
62. "The Stand" role
63. Fish, in a way